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Abstract

This paper describes a data-driven synthesis method for Indian languages using syllables as basic units for concatenation. Unit selection algorithm of this method exploits the advantages of a prosodic matching function, which is capable of implicitly selecting a larger sequence such as words, phrases and even sentences. We show that the proposed method generates high quality speech for Indian languages.

1 Text to Speech Systems

The function of Text-To-Speech (TTS) system is to convert an arbitrary text to a spoken waveform. This generally involves two steps: 1) text processing: converting the given text to a sequence of synthesis units and 2) speech generation: generation of an acoustic wave form corresponding to each of these units in the sequence. [Klatt, 1987] [Yegnanarayana et al., 1994].

Current TTS systems employing data-driven synthesis techniques are shown to generate more natural speech than the conventional approaches [Hunt and Black, 1996] [Black and Taylor, 1997] [Kenney Ng, 1998]. Data-driven synthesis techniques employ a large speech corpus containing multiple realizations of each unit with differing prosody. During synthesis, a particular manifestation of a unit is selected depending on how well it matches with the input specification and on how well it matches with other units in the sequence. Unit selection algorithm tries to select the longest available strings of units that match a sequence of target units.

In [Hunt and Black, 1996], the units are labeled with the available phonemic information (labels of neighboring units, position in phrase), prosodic features (energy, duration and pitch), and acoustic features such as spectral tilt. For synthesis, the prosodic features such as pitch, duration and power are predicted for target units. A particular realization of a unit is selected depending on how well it minimizes the cost function of unit distortion and discontinuity measures. Optimal set of weights
are derived to minimize the cost function by weight space search or regression training techniques. The synthesis approach of [Black and Taylor, 1997] builds decision trees for the units of the same type based on questions concerning prosodic and phonemic context and its acoustic similarity with the neighboring units. During synthesis, for each target unit, the appropriate decision tree is used to find the best cluster of candidate units. A search is then made to find the best path through the candidate units that takes into account the distance of a candidate unit from its cluster center and the cost of joining two adjacent units. These approaches use phone as basic unit and either involve prediction of features for target units or use classification and regression techniques to build decision trees. In [Black and Taylor, 1997] an acoustic measure is used to split the units of same type into small clusters.

In this paper, we propose a data-driven synthesis method using syllables as basic units for concatenation. This method uses a prosodic matching function based on pitch, duration and energy for selecting an appropriate realization of a syllable. We show that the defined prosodic matching function implicitly selects a possible larger unit such as word, phrase or even sentence. The efficiency of this synthesis approach is demonstrated for Indian languages.

It should be mentioned that there are earlier works in the direction of developing TTS system for Indian languages [Rajeshkumar, 1990], [Yegnanarayana et al., 1994] and [Sen and Samudravijaya, 2002]. In [Rajeshkumar, 1990] and [Yegnanarayana et al., 1994], CV (Consonant-Vowel) and CCV (Consonant-Consonant-Vowel) units are used as basic units under the framework of parameter concatenation techniques. The TTS system of [Sen and Samudravijaya, 2002] is based on formant synthesis techniques. Our work focuses on developing TTS system for Indian languages under the framework of data-driven synthesis techniques.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the features of Indian language scripts and sounds. In Section 3, the method followed to generate a speech database is described. The synthesis algorithm is discussed in Section 4. A new joining function based on prosodic parameters is defined in Section 4.1. Development of Hindi TTS and its performance evaluation is discussed in Section 5.

2 Features of Indian Language Scripts and Sounds

The scripts of Indian languages have originated from the ancient Brahmi script. The basic units of writing system are characters which are orthographic representation of speech sounds. A character in Indian language scripts is close to syllable and can be typically of the following form: C, V, CV, CCV and CVC, where C is a consonant and V is a vowel. There are about 35 consonants and about 18 vowels in Indian languages.

An important feature of Indian language scripts is their phonetic nature. There is more or less one to one correspondence between what is written and what is spoken. The rules required to map the letters to sounds of Indian languages are almost straight forward. All Indian language scripts have common phonetic base.
2.1 Letter to Sound Rules

There is almost one to one correspondence between what is written and what is spoken in Indian languages. Each character in Indian language script has a correspondence to a sound of that language. For example the word *kamala* (lotus) can be easily mapped to sequence of consonant and vowel sounds /k/ /a/ /m/ /a/ /l/, taking into account a few exceptions. These exceptions are associated with inherent vowel suppression, as is the case of /la/ in *kamala* which is mapped to /l/ alone as supposed to /l/ /a/.

In Indian languages, a consonant character is inherently bound with the vowel sound /a/, and is almost always pronounced with this vowel. In some occurrences this vowel is not pronounced, and this is referred to as *Inherent Vowel Suppression (IVS)* [Rajeshkumar, 1990]. This occurs at both word final and word middle positions. A few heuristic rules to detect IVS of a consonant character are noted below. These rules have been derived by observing a few Hindi words, and the rule set may not be a complete description of the phenomenon.

R.1 No two successive characters undergoes IVS.
R.2 The last character of the word always have its vowel suppressed unless the vowel is not /a/.
R.3 For characters in word middle position, IVS occurs if the next character in the word is not the last character or the next character has a vowel other than /a/.

2.2 Syllabification Rules

While letter to phone rules are almost straight forward in Indian languages, the syllabification rules are not trivial. There is need to come up with some rules to break the word into syllables. We have derived certain simplistic rules for syllabification i.e. rules for grouping clusters of C*VC* based on heuristic analysis of several words in Telugu and Hindi languages.

1 When nasals such as /mz/ (half pronounced /m/ sound, see Appendix A) succeed a vowel immediately, they are treated as a part of the vowel and the same syllable. For example, /mz/ in *samzskrit* (language) will be a part of syllable containing /sa/.

2 Whenever there are three or more consonants between two consecutive vowels, the first consonant would be a part of the coda of the previous syllable while the remaining consonants would be onset of the next syllable. Applying these rules to *samzskrit*, the obtained syllable sequence would be /samzs/ /krit/.

3 When there are exactly two consonants between two vowels, the first consonant would be part of coda of previous syllable and the second would be onset of the next syllable. For example, *dharti* (earth) would be split as it /dhar/ /ti/. Exceptions for this rule are the following cases.

3.1 When the second consonant is a member of the set { /r/ /s/ /sh/ /shz/ }, both the consonants would be a part of onset of the next syllable. For example, *yaatra* (tour) would be split as /yaa/ /tra/.
3 Generation of Speech database

The synthesis quality of data-driven methods is inherently bound to the speech database from which the units are selected. Design and development of a speech corpus balanced in terms of coverage and prosodic diversity of all the units is one of the major issues in such methods. In this work, our effort has been to generate a speech database which ensures coverage of high frequency syllables of the language. A syllable is called to be a high frequency syllable if its frequency (occurrence) count in a given text corpus is relatively high. We have made use of large text corpus available with frequency count of the syllables in Indian languages [Bharati et al., 1998]. In a sequential selection a sentence is selected from the text corpus if it contains at least one unique instance of a high frequency syllable, not present in the previous selected sentences.

This set of selected sentences are recorded in a quiet room with a noise canceling microphone using the recording facilities of a typical multimedia computer system. The speech database is labeled at the phone level and marked with syllable boundaries. For each syllable, the phonetic context such as last phone of the previous syllable, next phone of the succeeding syllable and prosodic features such as pitch, duration and energy of its own as well as of the previous and succeeding syllables are stored. The position of the syllable in the word is also stored. A similar information is stored for each phone available in the speech database.

4 Synthesis Approach

The text to be synthesized is analyzed and broken into sequence of syllables to be selected and concatenated. The proposed approach selects a syllable such that a larger sequence can also be selected, if present in the database. In cases, when there is no single instance of the required syllable, the particular syllable is manifested by concatenation of diphones. Details of the selection algorithm are as follows.

Having selected the first $k-1$ syllables, a manifestation of $k^{th}$ syllable is selected if it has the following features.

- Phonetic context: The $k^{th}$ syllable should have the coarticulation effect of last phone of the $k-1^{th}$ syllable.
- Its position in the word is same as required.
- Prosodic features such as energy, pitch and duration match the expectations of $k-1^{th}$ syllable. The similarity match between prosodic features of units is measured by prosodic matching function as defined in Section 4.1.

If a realization of the $k^{th}$ syllable does not possess the first two features, then the selection is based purely on prosodic matching function. A realization of the $k^{th}$ syllable which has least value of prosodic matching function is selected for concatenation. A special case of this algorithm is the selection of first syllable. Since there is no previous syllable for first syllable, it is selected based on its succeeding syllable. An optimal pair of first and second syllables is selected jointly from the database.
4.1 Prosodic Matching Function

The prosodic matching function is based on the simple premise that a unit such as syllable selected from a speech database is perceived better if its successor (and predecessor) in synthesized speech has the same or at least similar prosodic features as that of its actual successor (and predecessor) in the speech database.

The function $m(.)$ defined below evaluates how best the $k^{th}$ syllable matches the expectations of $k-1^{th}$ syllable. Let $E^e$, $P^e$, $D^e$ denote the expected energy, pitch and duration of the $k-1^{th}$ syllable for its successor (i.e $k^{th}$ syllable) in the synthesized speech. Note that these expected values are the actual values of the syllable following $k-1^{th}$ syllable in the speech database from which $k-1^{th}$ syllable is extracted. Let $E^a$, $P^a$, $D^a$ denote the actual energy, pitch and duration of the $k^{th}$ syllable.

$$m = || 1 - \frac{E^a}{E^e} || + || 1 - \frac{D^a}{D^e} || + || 1 - \frac{P^a}{P^e} ||$$ (1)

A lesser value for the function $m(.)$ denotes a better prosodic match between $k^{th}$ and $k-1^{th}$ syllable. The function $m(.)$ attains the possible least value i.e zero, when $E^a = E^e$, $D^a = D^e$ and $P^a = P^e$. This is possible only when $k^{th}$ syllable (under consideration for selection) is next to $k-1^{th}$ syllable in the speech database too. By selecting such unit the matching function has implicitly selected a larger unit comprising of two syllables i.e $k-1^{th}$ and $k^{th}$ syllables. Following the same logic in the case of selection of $k+1^{th}$ syllable, we can say that the prosodic matching function $m(.)$ selects a large sequence, if available in the database. This leads to implicit selection of complete words, phrases and even sentences when they are actually present in the database.

When the function $m(.)$ does not attain the possible least value zero, then a realization of the $k^{th}$ syllable is selected whose value of $m(.)$ is least among the other realizations.

5 Hindi TTS system

The proposed synthesis approach is applied to develop a Hindi text to speech system. The duration of the speech data recorded for this purpose is around 96 minutes. It has 2391 high frequency syllables of Hindi language and the total number of realizations of all these syllables is 23096. The total number of realizations of 49 phone units is around 54734. The number of diphones available in this database are 1431.

To evaluate the quality of Hindi TTS, a random set of sentences were synthesized and played to the native Hindi speakers. The synthesized speech was found to be fairly intelligible and natural. A comparison in the perceptual quality was made with the sentences synthesized from Hindi TTS system built using Festvox and its selection algorithm [Black and Lenzo, 2000]. Unit selection algorithm in Festvox uses phones (which includes some part of previous phone, thus it can be treated as implicit use of diphones) as units for concatenation. The quality of the syllable-based approach was found to be better than that of Festvox. We believe that the better quality of our proposed approach is due to prosodic matching function which implicitly selects larger possible sequence and also due to use of syllable as basic unit for concatenation, a larger unit than diphone used in Festvox, thus reducing the number of joints.
6 Conclusions

The proposed approach minimizes the coarticulation effects and prosodic mismatch between two adjacent units. Selection of a unit is based on the phonetic context and the prosodic parameters of its adjacent (previous or succeeding) unit. Our hypothesis has been that the procedure of selecting a unit satisfying the local phonetic constraints and prosodic constraints through prosodic matching function which will implicitly selects a larger available sequence leads to high quality synthesis. We have observed the efficiency of this approach for Indian languages and found that the performance of this approach is better than that of other data-driven synthesis techniques adapted for Indian languages.
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Appendix A: Z Notation

![Aksharas in Z notation.](image)

Figure 1: Aksharas in Z notation.